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Hello…
We hope you are all keeping well during these strange and unusual times.
It’s hard to believe that when we last sent out the special coronavirus
edition of Bulletin magazine to you in April, the virus would still be
affecting all our day-to-day lives as it is today.
As the Bulletin goes to print, we have now entered

When the pandemic first hit in March we offered a

a second lockdown to try and slow down the rate of

reduced repairs service in line with government

infection across the country. This means that we are

guidance. However, we now operate a full repairs

limited to who we can meet up and socialise with,

service, following strict safety guidelines, and more

which is tough for everyone. If you are struggling

details on this can be found on the opposite page.

with the effects of this, please get the support and

We’d like to say thank you to all tenants for their

help you need. There are a number of mental health

support and patience during this very difficult

charities that you can get in touch with such as Talk

time. As soon as any of our services changes,

Liverpool and Mind (see page 17) or if you are feeling

we will update you on our social media channels

lonely and just want to chat, why not join our virtual

and our website.

coffee and chat sessions every Friday (see page 19).
www.facebook.com/SouthLiverpoolHomes
Keeping you and our colleagues safe has been our
number one priority during this pandemic, which

twitter.com/SLH_Homes

is the main reason why our office remains closed.
Although the office is closed, we are still very much
open for business as colleagues continue to work

Get in touch

southliverpoolhomes.co.uk/coronavirus

from home. There are a number of ways you can get
in touch (see page 8) so please don’t hesitate if you

Stay safe and let’s work together to slow down the

have a query or need to speak to a member of staff.

spread of the virus in our communities.

Self-isolating or Covid symptoms? Let us know
If you or any member of your household is displaying

anyone in the home is displaying Covid-19

Covid-19 symptoms or has had a positive test, it is

symptoms or has had a recent positive test.

vital that you let us know, so we can ensure we do
our part to prevent the spread of coronavirus in our
communities.
When we contact you to arrange work in your
home, or any other face-to-face contact with our
colleagues or contractors, we will always ask you if
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If you start to display symptoms or test positive
after arranging the visit you must contact us
straight away so we can rearrange when you
recover, or your isolation period ends.
Let’s work together to stay safe.

www.southliverpoolhomes.co.uk

Compliance safety checks
Compliance checks are visits to your home to keep
you safe, such as to check your gas appliances or
to complete electrical safety checks.
It’s a legal requirement for all landlords to complete
these checks and this hasn’t changed throughout
Covid-19. Your tenancy agreement states that you

The coronavirus
and repairs service

must allow SLH’s contractors access to your home

At the start of the pandemic, we limited

test positive, we will delay the check for 10 days.

our repairs service to essential repairs and

If you have any concerns about allowing us access,

compliance checks in line with government

it’s important that you call us on 0330 303 3000

guidance. Over the summer, we gradually

and choose option 1 so that we can put measures

returned to operating a full service, and we

in place to complete any required checks safely.

will continue to do this unless tighter

for these checks. If you are self-isolating, we will
delay the check for 14 days. If you live alone and

restrictions come into force.

Please remember, compliance checks are

Visiting your home to carry out repairs

your neighbours safe.

Working with Avela Home Service, we’ve got
robust processes in place to ensure that any
work we carry out in your home is done so in the
safest possible way. We continue to do this by:
• Asking if anyone is displaying Covid-19
symptoms, has had a recent positive test
or is self-isolating, before we enter your home.
• Wearing the appropriate PPE (Personal
Protective Equipment).

ways of keeping you, your household and

We hit our target! 100% of homes
have had an annual gas safety
check completed.

Annual Report
2019-2020
Enclosed with this Bulletin, you will find

• Disinfecting all surfaces we have worked on.

our Annual Report. This reports tells

• Taking away all items on completion of works

you how we have performed

and disposing of them in the correct manner.
• Asking you to stay in a separate room,

from 1 April 2019 to 31
March 2020. It lets you know

where possible, whilst we carry out work

what we have done well

in your home.

as well as the areas where
we need to improve. We

SLH Christmas closure

hope you enjoy reading it.

Our offices will close on Wednesday 23
December at 5pm and will re-open on
Monday 4 January at 9am. We will be
operating an emergency repairs service
over the Christmas period. This will be
advertised on our website and social
media pages in the run-up to Christmas.

Get in touch: 0330 303 3000

In every issue, we will let you know our
latest performance information on four
areas of our business that tenants feel are
the most important. These are alongside
relevant articles and relate to the period
April 2020 to September 2020.
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Pay your rent
the easy way by

Your rent is one of the most important
bills you can pay and to make it simple
for you, we offer a number of different
ways to pay – so you can choose the
option that suits you.
Contactless payments are the way
forward, so why not make the switch
and pay by Direct Debit? To set up easy
weekly or monthly payments just give
our Income Team a call.
Other ways you can pay are:

Over 55? Have
you considered
Independent Living?
Are you over 55 and thinking about downsizing? If you
want to live independently, without the worries that
come with maintaining a larger home, it might be time
to consider Independent Living.
Independent Living helps you live life to the full, with

Online - through mySLH Go to myslh.slhgroup.co.uk

the added peace of mind that help is at hand, should you
need it. We have two schemes in Woolton, and both are
conveniently located within walking distance of nearby
amenities but are secluded enough to have peaceful

By phone - call our
automated payment line
on 0330 303 3000 choose
option 2 and option 2 again.

£

Paying by cash - Go to
www.southliverpoolhomes.co.uk/
rent-arrears-faq for a list of
PayPoint outlets near you.

We understand that there are some people
who prefer to make payments in person
by cash. Unfortunately, our office is still
closed, but you can still pay in person at
your nearest PayPoint outlet.

and relaxing living conditions.
Your home will be your very own space, with your
own front door so that you can come and go as you
please. Each self-contained apartment includes a
fitted kitchen, hallway, bathroom and living room for
your home comforts. You can make the most of the
outdoors by enjoying the beautiful communal garden
with outdoor seating areas too.
To find out more about Independent Living with South
Liverpool Homes, go to www.thinksouthliverpool.co.uk/
independentliving to download the brochure or give us
a call on 0151 285 5630.

We know that due to coronavirus your
financial circumstances may have changed.
If you are struggling to pay your rent, it’s
really important that you get in touch and
let us know. Please contact us straight away
so that we can discuss your options. We’re
here to help you.
We missed our target this time.
The amount of arrears owing to
SLH was £996k.
4 • Your Bulletin • Autumn / Winter 2020
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Virtual Coffee and Chat

Coffee and Chat members take a look around Grow Speke.

Traditional coffee mornings may have taken a backseat due to the
coronavirus pandemic, but our Coffee and Chat sessions are still going
strong thanks to an innovative idea to take the chat digital!
The team behind our Coffee and Chat sessions
spotted a greater need for the weekly get-togethers
to restart during lockdown and launched an
online group, bringing vulnerable and shielding
tenants together.
Since then the project has grown and the group
now meets virtually every Friday morning for an
hour. Guest speakers regularly join the group,
sharing their knowledge on a variety of subjects
and sparking conversation and debate during
the catch-up sessions.
For one session, they gave the virtual catch ups
a break and met up at Grow Speke to see the
abundance of fruit and vegetables being grown
at the garden. They also saw for themselves how
Grow Speke is the perfect place to support physical
and mental wellbeing.

Get in touch: 0330 303 3000

Dave from Garston, an SLH tenant and Coffee
and Chat attendee, commented on the positive
effect joining the group has had on him:
“It's good to have the opportunity to speak
to people because it makes you realise
others have felt the same as you during
lockdown - being part of the group
makes you feel better, like you’re
not alone.”

If you would like to join
Coffee and Chat, email
cit@southliverpoolhomes.co.uk
or give us a call on 0330 303 3000
and choose option 4.
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Stay connected with
our digital services
Our reception may be closed but we are still very much here
to support you and answer any queries you may have. You can
always get in touch with us by phone, but it’s great to see that
more of you than ever before are using our digital services.
2,000 tenants register on mySLH

Introducing Chat Bot

We are delighted that over 2,000 of you are

Chat Bot joined our range of digital services in

now registered with our online portal, mySLH,

August and tenants seem to like him so far!

to do everyday tasks like pay your rent, view

He sits on our website and has answered over

your statements, report repairs or simply send

1,000 customer queries since he joined.

us a message.

He’s a hardworking little guy, available to direct

It’s quick and easy to sign up and you can

you to the information you need, 24 hours a day,

use it on your smartphone, tablet and pc.

seven days a week! If he can’t answer your question,
don’t worry, he’ll refer you to a member of SLH staff

To register visit myslh.slhgroup.co.uk

to get you the information you need.

You will need:
• Your tenancy number (you can find this
on your rent statement. If you’re not sure
of yours, please get in touch)

If you have a question why not visit our
website www.southliverpoolhomes.co.uk
and try it for yourself.
With many services being offered digitally because

• Your National Insurance number

of the pandemic, it’s never been more important to

• A valid email address

get online. It’s also a way of catching up with family

When we receive your registration, we will

and friends too. If you don’t have access to the

need to verify this and you will then be sent

internet or feel you lack confidence or knowledge

a code by email. This is to ensure your data

to get online, please get in touch. Call Tom Hayes,

is safe and secure.

SLH's Community Health and Wellbeing Officer
on 07552 276 846.

WAYS TO GET IN TOUCH

Message us on mySLH.

Chat to us on webchat.

Call us on 0330 303 3000 and

Go to myslh.slhgroup.co.uk

Go to southliverpoolhomes.co.uk

choose the appropriate option

Email us at

Direct message us on

info@southliverpoolhomes.co.uk

Facebook or Twitter
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blossoms during lockdown!
During lockdown, we were sadly unable to have community events at Grow
Speke and we reduced the number of visitors in line with Government
guidance. However it continued to thrive under the lovely South Liverpool
sunshine, producing fresh fruit and vegetables for our local community.
Harvesting time!
This year, we harvested more fruit and vegetables
than ever before. Volunteers and SLH colleagues
have been tending to the site and have harvested
the abundance of freshly grown crops, including
cabbages, potatoes, tomatoes and some of the
biggest spring onions you have ever seen! The
produce has been distributed throughout South
Liverpool, through community centres and to our
Independent Living schemes in Woolton.

If you would like to volunteer at Grow Speke or have a tour, you can pop along to the site when
it’s open. Keep an eye on the Grow Speke facebook page www.facebook.com/GrowSpekeL24
for opening times or contact our Community Health and Wellbeing Officer Tom Hayes on
07552 276 846 or thomas.hayes@southliverpoolhomes.co.uk.
Get in touch: 0330 303 3000
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Let’s talk about money
Coronavirus has affected our lives in so many ways this year. As
Liverpool faces some of the toughest restrictions together with
Christmas approaching, many people are beginning to feel the
impact financially. We want you to know that you’re not alone
if you’re struggling and there is support available.
If your finances or employment situation have

Paul says

been affected, please get in touch with us as we

"I have recently been made redundant so this

have dedicated services and teams on hand to

change in circumstances meant I was entitled

help. It might be that you or a member of your

to Universal Credit. I spoke to one of SLH's benefits

household has been made redundant or you’re

advisors who helped me get all the support I

adapting to reduced hours and lower income.

needed. I was able to get an advance payment

Perhaps you need to claim Universal Credit for

too which was a life saver. They directed me

the first time and you’re unsure how to go about

to the website uc.southliverpoolhomes.co.uk

it. Whatever your situation, we can help.

which outlines a simple step-by-step guide

Talk to our benefits
and energy advice team

about how to apply, this was a great help!”

Our dedicated, in-house benefits and energy
advice team can help if you have recently been
made redundant and you need to apply for
Universal Credit. They can give you all the advice
and support you need to help you understand
Universal Credit and what you need to do to
apply; making it a far less daunting process
for you. Just give them a call on 0330 303 3000
and choose option 5.
Go to uc.southliverpoolhomes.co.uk where
you will find our dedicated website that
gives you a step-by-step guide
on how to apply and what
you need to do to
prepare yourself.
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Our benefits and energy
advice team can support
you with the following:
• Understand changes to the benefit system.

Reducing your
household bills
As we edge closer to Christmas and the
winter months, it is inevitable that you will
see a rise in your gas and energy bills.

• Carry out a benefits check to ensure

Our benefits and energy advice team can help

you are receiving everything that

you save money on your fuel bills and give you

they are entitled to.

advice on making your home more energy

• Support you through benefit claims,
up to tribunal.

efficient. They will give you one-to-one
support and can help you understand your

• Challenge unfair sanctions.

energy bills, switch to a cheaper tariff and

• Review benefits decisions that you

answer any questions about pre-payment

are unhappy with.
• Apply for grants on your behalf.

meters. Call the team on 0330 303 3000
and press option 5.

Employment advice
If you have recently been made redundant,
Reach, our employability service is on hand
to provide support and guidance.

Talk to your
income officer
We understand that it’s a stressful time and

Reach has a community of over 30 training and

many of you may be worried about how to pay

advice providers who can help you with your job

your rent. If this sounds familiar, please get in

search, expand your skills through training courses

touch with your income officer by calling us on

and help you brush up your interview skills.

0330 303 3000 and choose option 2.

Training sessions, which can be delivered to

The income team is made up of seven income

you individually or in a group, are being carried

officers, each covering different neighbourhoods

out virtually at the moment while the Reach

across Speke and Garston. To find out who your

office is currently closed. Just give the team

income officer is visit southliverpoolhomes.co.uk/

a call on 0151 285 5680 to talk through the

myincomeofficer. They are experts in their field

support you need.

and can provide advice on managing your rent

You can also visit the Reach website
reach.southliverpoolhomes.co.uk.

payments and support you if you are falling into
arrears. We know it can be difficult to take that
step to talk about money worries, but chatting
to someone about it can help relieve some of
the stress.

Please don’t deal with your problems alone and take advantage of the support we can offer you.
Give us a call to speak to our teams directly and discuss the help that’s on offer.

Get in touch: 0330 303 3000
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Cooking with Kids
Kids Salmon Fingers
and Chips
Fish fingers are always a win at the dinner table,
so why not try swapping shop bought and make
your own super easy, healthy salmon fingers for
big and little kids to enjoy?
This recipe is taken from BBC Good Food
and makes four kids’ portions.
Ingredients
2 potatoes, cut into wedges
2 tbsp oil
1 large egg, beaten
100g breadcrumbs, made from day-old bread
½ tbsp sweet smoked paprika
4 salmon fillets (go for the thick ones)
each cut into 3 strips
A drizzle of oil
Favourite vegetables, to serve

COMPETITION
TIME!!
Send us your top recipe and you
could be in with the chance of
winning a £10 voucher and having
your recipe shared on our website!
Simply send your much-loved
at-home recipe to
communications@
southliverpoolhomes.co.uk.
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How to cook
1. Heat oven to 200C/180C fan/gas 6. Put the
potato wedges on a baking sheet.
2. Drizzle over 1 tbsp oil and toss the potatoes in it.
3. Season lightly or leave it out altogether
for young children.
4. Cook in the oven for 20 mins, turning them
halfway through.
5. Meanwhile, put the beaten egg into a shallow bowl.
6. Tip the breadcrumbs onto a plate.
7. Mix the sweet smoked paprika into the breadcrumbs,
along with a little seasoning if you like.
8. Brush a non-stick baking sheet with the remaining
oil. Dip the fish strips into the egg, then coat them
with the breadcrumbs.
9. Transfer to the baking sheet. Bake for
25 mins until golden.
10. The fish fingers are very delicate so lift them
carefully off the tray with a spatula.
11. Serve with their favourite vegetables and the
chunky chips.
You can freeze the fish fingers on a baking tray, then
once frozen, transfer to a freezer bag.
Cook from frozen at 200C/180C fan/gas 6 for 20–25
mins until crisp and cooked all the way through.

The Market Place
Our community shop, The Market Place, has been
closed since the start of the pandemic and we know
many customers are keen to see it open again. The
safety of our customers, volunteers and colleagues is
our top priority and as soon as we feel it is safe to open
the shop we will let you know.
Whilst it's been closed, we have been donating food
to local foodbanks and Five Children and Families
Trust in Speke. Check out our website marketplace.
southliverpoolhomes.co.uk for more information
about local foodbanks across Speke and Garston.
www.southliverpoolhomes.co.uk

A new home for
the Royal British
Legion memorial
garden

Making
alterations
to your home
We understand that you may want to make
improvements to your home. But before you
go ahead and do any work, it’s really important
that you contact us first to get consent.
We need you to let us know in writing what
your plans are so that we can consider them.
Some work will just require simple approval
such as installing light fittings and tiling walls,
however there are some jobs that will need
more consideration from us and may even need
planning approval.
SLH are not responsible for the repair and
maintenance of any alteration or improvement
made by yourself. We will pre and post-inspect
all completed works and reserve the right to
carry out any remedial works if we believe the
work has not been carried out properly, endangers
health and safety or does not comply with

The former Royal British Legion club on
Dam Wood Road, Speke, is currently home
to a garden of remembrance and the ashes
of local ex-service personnel.

works we approved. Any remedial works will be
recharged to you.
Solid fuel and gas fires
We do not allow any solid fuel fires (e.g. wood
burning stoves) or gas fires to be installed in your

However, the site has fallen into disrepair following

home. If you do go ahead and install one without

the loss of the Royal British Legion club to fire in

our permission then we will have no choice but

2017. Following extensive consultation and with the

ask you to remove it. This is because they

consent of families, a new home has been found for

increase the risk of fire in your home as well as

the memorial at All Saint’s Church. A casket of earth

increasing the risk of carbon monoxide poisoning.

representing those remembered will be moved to
the church in a special ceremony once Covid-19
restrictions are lifted and it’s safe to do so.

The latest statistics show
that there are around 7,000

We urge anyone who has loved ones

chimney fires a year

at the Royal British Legion site who have

in England and 30 people

not yet come forward to contact

die of carbon monoxide

selina.wall-aldis@southliverpoolhomes.co.uk

poisoning caused by solid

as soon as possible so that we can make the

fuel fires.

necessary arrangements for exhumation.

Get in touch: 0330 303 3000
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Introducing our new
community investment team
You spoke, we listened. Last year we carried

With this in mind we’ve set up a brand new

out our first Everyone Together surveys

team, called the community investment team

(see page 19) where we asked you a number of

that will do exactly what it says on the tin.

questions about your home, your neighbourhoods

The team is made up of four members of

and your wellbeing. And one of the biggest

staff, each specialising in a different area

takeaways from your feedback was the importance

of community investment.

of SLH playing a visible part in the communities
of Speke and Garston.
Selina Wall-Aldis

Tom Hayes

Customer Engagement Officer

Health and Wellbeing Officer

Selina’s role within the

Tom's role will focus on

community investment team

supporting tenants so that

will be to engage with as many

they are empowered to make

of our tenants as possible,

decisions that will have a

listening to your views and

positive impact on their health

making sure that they are heard.

and wellbeing. Tom will also

Selina will also be working with

build links with partner agencies

a number of different partners

to enable us to complement

within Speke and Garston to

what is already happening

improve our presence in the

within the community and to

local community.

bridge any gaps in health and
wellbeing provision.

Laura Murphy

Sam Turner

Enterprise Officer

Information, Advice and

Laura’s role is to create

Guidance Administrator

opportunities for SLH tenants

Sam’s role is to collect knowledge

that will help them to access

on all of Reach’s partners in

services that will support

order to signpost our customers

them into employment,

to the partner that will best

education or training. Laura

resolve their issue. Sam works

also co-ordinates the volunteers

in partnership with different

who run SLH’s community

advice providers to achieve

shop, The Market Place.

the best possible outcomes
for our customers.

The community investment team will be working closely with partners to help improve tenants'
health and wellbeing, the condition of our neighbourhoods and promote training and employment
opportunities. They will also create more opportunities for tenants to become involved in groups
and activities across South Liverpool.
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The eyes and ears
of the community
We have really missed not being able to go out and about and meet with
tenants during this pandemic. Technology has meant that we have
been able to stay in touch through video calls, web chat, mySLH etc but
this doesn’t replace getting out and about in our neighbourhoods and
speaking to tenants face-to-face. This is where we need your help.
Looking out for your neighbour
If you know of anyone that may need our help and
support, please get in touch with us. It may be that
they are struggling to maintain their home or garden
(overgrown gardens can be a sign of this). Or maybe
you know someone who is vulnerable and needs
some extra support. Please let us know so that we
can help them get the support they need.
Unfortunately, it’s sometimes the case that we
have neighbours who are not struggling at all,
however they choose to not look after their home
or garden. If they are SLH tenants, then we can help
sort this problem out. Sometimes all it takes is a
quick phone call or message to us and we can nip
the problem in the bud before it gets any worse.
Please remember that all information will be
treated in the strictest of confidence.
Tell us about environmental issues
We know flytipping can be a problem in some
areas across Speke and Garston. The best way
we can solve this issue is by getting to the root
of the problem.

If you know someone who is causing flytipping then
it’s really important that you let us or Liverpool City
Council know so that we can investigate it. Ideally
you will need to know the date and time it happened
and a description of any vehicles involved.
If you are aware of any flytipping in the area that
needs to be removed, visit www.liverpool.gov.uk
or download the Fix My Street app.
Tell us all the good stuff!
There are so many good things going on in Speke
and Garston and we want to know about them too!
Tell us about any examples of communities coming
together to get people through this time. Let us
know if an organisation or an individual is doing
amazing things for the community, or maybe you
just have a brilliant neighbour and you want to
shout about it. We would love to know about this
so that we can share all the positive things about
living in South Liverpool.

Online recipes
We have recently launched The Market Place
recipe hub which includes lots of low cost, simple
recipes for you and your family to make at home.
Visit marketplace.southliverpoolhomes.co.uk/
recipes or follow us on Facebook where we share our
favourite ones every week.

Get in touch: 0330 303 3000
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Taking action
We are committed to tackling anti-social behaviour (ASB) where you live. This
covers a range of behaviours from low-level nuisance to serious harassment,
which we know, if left unchallenged, can damage the quality of tenants’ lives
and interfere with your right to enjoy your home and community.
Last year, our community safety team investigated 312 ASB complaints. In many
of these cases we were able to put a stop to the nuisance behaviour by using the
appropriate intervention. However, if a tenant continues to cause ASB then we will
have no hesitation in enforcing our tenancy agreement fairly and firmly.

7 injunctions and 1 undertaking

1 claim for possession

(an undertaking is a legal promise

in court. Awaiting a

to do or not to do something)

court date

Evicted 3 tenants due to

1 suspended

serious and persistent ASB

possession order granted

Tenant causing ASB banned from home
A tenant who was causing serious alcohol

anti-social behaviour and having more than

and drug-fuelled anti-social behaviour before

one visitor in his flat.

and during lockdown isn’t allowed to go to his
home for three months.

This was breached on numerous occasions
which resulted in a closure order being obtained

SLH and Merseyside Police worked together

in September. This order means that it is now

to ensure residents could enjoy their homes

a criminal offence for the tenant to live or

at apartments in Garston after the tenant

enter the home for the next three months.

was making their lives a misery with loud

The home has been secured by SLH to prevent

parties and disturbance that would often

entry, sending out a strong to the community

spill out onto the streets.

that we won’t tolerate this kind of behaviour

In March 2020, SLH obtained possession of

in our homes.

the home, but Covid-19 restrictions meant we

This outcome could not have been achieved

couldn’t evict the tenant. However, in May we

without the support of the 15 witnesses

obtained a Civil Injunction against the tenant

who provided vital evidence.

which prevented him from engaging in
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ASB that SLH can deal with
The use, cultivation and sale
of drugs in our homes.

Domestic abuse.

Verbal abuse (this could include

Harassment, violence,

foul or offensive language).

threats and intimidation.

Noise including loud music, slamming

Owning and keeping of animals that are

doors, excessive amounts of visitors

neglected, unsuitable or uncontrolled

in a home and unreasonable shouting.

in communal areas and in homes.

Nuisance from vehicles, blocking

Riding motorbikes, quad bikes

access, excessive noise, parking

or scooters on anywhere other

and abandonment.

than the public highway.

Rubbish dumping and misuse of
communal areas (e.g. car repairs).

Illegal use of the home.

Damage to a property (including
graffiti and vandalism).

If you are experiencing any of these types of ASB then please contact us on 0330 303 3000
and choose option 4. Or alternatively, report it online at southliverpoolhomes.co.uk/reportasb
or email info@southliverpoolhomes.co.uk.

What we don’t consider as ASB or nuisance
People mowing their lawns or using
other garden maintenance at

One-off parties or celebrations.

reasonable times and frequency.
People vacuuming or using other
domestic appliances at reasonable
times and frequency.
Parking issues when cars
are parked legally.

People carrying out DIY/repairs
at reasonable times.

Smells from cooking.

Children playing in their homes or near

Noise generated by everyday living.

their homes. Children playing balls games

This can include walking across laminate

is normally not considered to be ASB.

floors wearing shoes, people talking,
babies crying.

We missed our target this time. 95% of
tenants are satisfied with how we handled
their anti-social behaviour case.
Get in touch: 0330 303 3000
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Update on our new builds

Greenway Road,
Speke

Hale Road cottages,
Speke

Our 118-home development on Greenway Road,
Speke, is well underway with 77 homes currently
occupied by tenants. The homes are for affordable
rent and rent to buy – a Government scheme which
aims to ease the transition from renting to buying.
It’s expected that the development will be complete
by spring 2021.

Work has started on the historic Grade II listed
cottages at Hale Road in Speke which will be

“Being a single parent family, it’s great having my

surrounded by 17 new bungalows, providing

own garden and space for the kids. I love opening

much-needed accessible homes for people over 55.

the patio doors to my own garden and seeing the
kids play. There’s lots of storage in the home too
which is the best!”

Thank you to everyone who engaged with our online
consultation about the development. With any new
development it is important that we listen to the

Tenant Katie, who moved in Greenway Road

concerns of the local community at every stage of

during the summer.

the planning and construction process. This is more
important than ever with a much-loved site like Hale
Road cottages.

18 Livingston Drive, Sefton Park
Our apartments at 18 Livingston Drive are
close to completion. The development comprises
of 22 homes for shared ownership and for sale
close to Sefton Park.
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What is
safeguarding?
Safeguarding is protecting a person's right to

Talk about
mental health

live in safety and free from abuse and neglect
- whether they are adults with care or support
needs or children at risk of harm. This includes
physical, sexual, emotional and financial abuse,
as well as discrimination, modern slavery and
self-neglect.

The impact that the coronavirus is having on our

At SLH, we are committed to taking a proactive

lives is affecting people in many different ways. It

approach to safeguarding and understand that

may cause you feel to stressed, worried or anxious

we all have a responsibility to help protect

and it’s ok to feel this way, these are very unusual

people who live in our homes. This could be

times. But please don’t struggle alone as there is

spotting early warning signs that may suggest

help available.

someone is in need of help or making referrals

Talk Liverpool is a free NHS service which
aims to help people who have common mental

to other organisations such as social care,
health care or the police.

health problems such as feeling stressed,

Reporting your concerns to SLH

depressed or anxious. You can be referred

If you have a concern about an adult, child or

through your GP or by self-referral, either

young person living in one of our homes, contact

online at www.talkliverpool.nhs.uk or by

us on 0330 303 3000 and choose option 4. Or

calling 0151 228 2300.

alternatively, complete a referral form online

There are many other organisations who
can give you support too.
Mind 		

0300 123 3393

Anxiety UK

0344 477 5774

Samaritans

116 123

Here are some signs that someone you know or
love may be struggling with their mental health:
• Withdrawing or isolating themselves
from people or situations
• Difficulty concentrating, loss of
enjoyment, mood or appetite changes
• Illogical thinking or perhaps increase
in sensitivity
• Unusual behaviour or paranoia

Get in touch: 0330 303 3000

www.southliverpoolhomes.co.uk/safeguarding
Reporting your concerns
to Liverpool City Council
The council is the lead organisation for
safeguarding in Liverpool and you can raise a
safeguarding concern with the Liverpool City
Council Careline Team.
• Adults - if you have concerns about the safety
or well-being of an adult (any person over the
age of 18 or over), please contact Careline
on 0151 233 3800.
• Children and young people - if you have
concerns about the safety of a child or
young person (any person under the
age of 18) you can contact Careline
on 0151 233 3700.
Autumn / Winter 2020 • Your Bulletin • 17

Your feedback is really important to us

We aim to provide an outstanding service where all our customers
are treated fairly. We are always looking to improve our services to
you and welcome complaints as this helps to highlight issues we
may not have been aware of.
Last year we received 153 complaints and repairs

problem out straight away. Where we cannot do

was the area that generated the most complaints,

this or where you prefer us not to do this, we will

with pending repairs and unsatisfactory work being

handle your complaint formally. You can tell us

the most common issues.

online, in person, over the phone or in writing.

If you tell us that you aren’t happy with a service

Here are some of things that we have already

you have received, we will ask you what we can

changed because of your feedback:

do to put the situation right and try and sort the

You said
said:

You said
said:

You said
said:

A tenant was unhappy that

A tenant was unhappy that

A tenant was unhappy

there had been a number

they had to submit evidence

with the amount of dust

of attempts to fix a leak in

for an anti-social behaviour

left following a job being

their bathroom.

case a number of times.

carried out in their home.

We
:diadid
s uoY

We
:diadid
s uoY

We
:diadid
s uoY

We improved the process

We implemented additional

We provided cleaning kits

of identifying repeat repair

quality checks for anti-social

to operatives carrying out

requests to ensure the

behaviour cases to ensure all

this type of work to ensure

repairs team are made

evidence is linked to cases

tenants homes are left

aware earlier.

correctly.

clean and tidy.

Please let us know what you think of our

ack
Customer feedb
stions
complaints, compl

iments and sugge

services. Good or bad, we’d love to hear from you.
Visit our website www.southliverpoolhomes.co.uk
/customerfeedback for more information, or you
can request a leaflet which explains our customer
feedback process in more detail.
co.uk

southliverpoolhomes.

0330 303 3000
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Making South Liverpool
the place to be.

We hit our target! 100%
of repair appointments
were attended within the
agreed timescales.

www.southliverpoolhomes.co.uk

Your opinion matters
Our satisfaction surveys are your chance to tell us
your views. It’s important to us that we hear your
opinions on the services that we deliver, what we
do well and what we could do better.
To ensure we’re getting up-to-date feedback from
you, we’ve changed how we do things. We now
carry out satisfaction surveys regularly throughout
the year, surveying around 50 tenants a month.
By doing it this way, we receive your feedback far
quicker than we used to (we used to do one big
satisfaction survey every two years) and we get
a better understanding of how happy you are with
our services, all year long.
The surveys are conducted by a third-party

Meet our new
Chair of the Board
We are delighted to announce David Jepson
as the new Chair of the SLH Board. David takes
over from Steve Jennings who stood down on
24 September following a maximum nine years
on the Board.
David is no stranger to the organisation,
having served on the Board since 2016 when
he joined as Vice Chair. He is a committed
housing professional with over 30 years’
experience of social housing and has held
a number of high-profile positions including
Deputy Chief Executive at Riverside.
David said, “I am extremely proud to serve as
Chair for South Liverpool Homes and steer them
through the final years of our corporate plan
whilst working with the Board and Executive

company, IFF Voluntas, who are registered with
the Market Research Society and bound by their
code of conduct. This means you can be reassured
that your survey responses will not be shared
with any third-party organisations or used for
marketing purposes.
The surveys are conducted by email or telephone
and when they call you, they will ask if you are happy
to complete a survey about South Liverpool Homes.
If you want to find out more about the surveys
or the changes we’ve implemented as a result,
keep an eye on our social media channels for
latest updates.

Everyone Together surveys
In October, all SLH colleagues have carried
out Everyone Together surveys. These surveys
focused on your health and wellbeing so that
we can support you the best way we can. We
also wanted to know how the coronavirus has
impacted your health and wellbeing.

to develop a new five year strategy which helps

Thanks to everyone who took the time to answer

us build on our current homes and services.

these surveys when we called. Your feedback is

“There are undoubtedly challenging times ahead
for the sector and SLH’s customers, however the
Board is committed to working alongside SLH’s

invaluable and will give us a better understanding
of some of the issues you are facing and how we
can work together to solve them.

Executive Management Team to help tenants

We will let you know the results of the

navigate through these challenges whilst

survey on Facebook and Twitter and

continuing to deliver excellent services.”

in the next edition of Bulletin.

Get in touch: 0330 303 3000
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Pumpkin competition
Thanks to everyone who took part in our
Halloween pumpkin design competition. There
were some fabulous entries. Congratulations
to Heidi who won shopping vouchers with this
creative design. Thanks to Speke Garston MP
Maria Eagle for judging the competition too!

Wellbeing wordsearch
Find all 10 words for your
chance of winning £25 in
shopping vouchers.
Closing date 10 January 2021
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Return to:
FREEPOST RTUK-LGZU-KXSA, Michelle Bloore, South Liverpool Homes,
Parklands, Conleach Road, Speke, L24 0TY

TEL
EMAIL

If you want this information in another format, please get in touch.
Or if you require a translation, we offer this service for 12 months.

If you want this information
in another format, please
get in touch. Or if you require
a translation, we offer this
service for 12 months.

SLH HEAD OFFICE
Parklands, Conleach Road,
Speke, Liverpool L24 0TY

0330 303 3000
southliverpoolhomes.co.uk
info@southliverpoolhomes.co.uk

OTHER FORMATS AVAILABLE: Large Text Audio Tape Braille
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